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ONE HUNDRED MILLION FRENCHMEN:
THE "ASSIMILATION" THEORY IN FRENCH COLONIAL POLICY

During World War II, Jacques Stern, a former French Minister of Colonies,
wrote almost lyrically of the "patient labor of assimilation" by which France
had been "consolidating the moral and material ties which bind together
forty million continental Frenchmen and sixty million overseas Frenchmen,
white and colored" in the French Empire.' When the Brazzaville Conference
met in 1944 under the auspices of the Free French government to consider
the postwar future of that empire, its final resolution declared that
the aims of the work of colonization which France is pursuing in her colonies
exclude any idea of autonomy and any possibility of development outside the
French empire bloc; the attainmentof self-governmentin the colonies even in the
most distantfuture must be excluded.2
As a statement of attitude towards the shape of the postwar world, the Brazzaville declaration must be ranked with Winston Churchill's oft-quoted pronouncement of 1942 that he had "not become the King's First Minister in
order to preside over the liquidation of the British Empire". But the Brazzaville statement was more than a pledge of allegiance to the status quo. It was
also a reaffirmation of the ideal of "assimilation" to the French nation as the
logical outcome of the French mission civilisatrice.
History has dealt harshly with the Brazzaville prediction. The establishment
of the Fourth Republic in 1946 was accompanied by the transmutation of
the French Empire into the "French Union", whose peoples, in the flowing
phrase of an official orator, were to be "one hundred million citizens and
free men" of a France "enriched, ennobled, and expanded".3The round figure
of sixty millions in overseas France included close to twenty milions each
in French North Africa, the sub-Saharan African territories, and Indo-China,
along with four millions in Madagascar and lesser numbers in various fragments of empire on three continents and in four seas. Yet a decade and a
half later, all that remains of France's imperial domain are the miniscule
"overseas departements" of Martinique, Guadeloupe, Reunion, and Guiana;

2

Jacques Stern, The French Colonies: Past and Future (New York, 1944), pp. 25-26.
Quoted in Herbert Luethy, France Against Herself (New York, 1955), p. 218.

3 Ibid., p. 220.
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a few minorislandpossessions;FrenchSomaliland;and an embattledAlgeria
whose future relationshipwith France is doubtful,to say the least, despite
the fact that for generationsit has been organizedinto departementsand thus
in theory integratedwith metropolitanFrance. To this list, it is true, there
might be addedthe tenuousrelationshipwhich still remainsbetweenFrance
and the now-independentstates of the Franco-AfricanCommunity,but the
strengthof this bond has yet to be proven.
The process of disintegrationbegan almost with the proclamationof the
FrenchUnion of 1946, as differencesbetweenthe Frenchandthe Vietnamese
over the meaningof the new dispensationeruptedinto bloody warfarethat
wouldnot end untilthe recognitionin 1954 of the independenceof Cambodia,
Laos, andthe two rivalstatesof North and SouthViet Nam. Two yearslater,
in 1956, nationalistpressuresforced France to recognizethe independence
of its North African protectorates,Morocco and Tunisia. In 1958, the
pattern appearedfor a time to have changed. When the Algeriancrisis of
that year broughtDe Gaulle to power, his offer of full independenceto any
French African colony which voted "no" in the referendum on the new

"FrenchCommunity"under the Fifth Republic was at once a reversalof
the prior insistence that colonial independencewas inconceivablein the
Frenchschemeof things,and a gamblethat the gallicizednativeelites of the
colonies would bear witness to the success of assimilativepolicies.
Seemingly the gamble paid off. Of the thirteen sub-Saharancolonies,
only Guineachose to vote "no". With ill-concealeddispleasure,the French
governmentgave Guinea its independence,while the other territoriesproceeded to organizethemselvesin their new status as internally-autonomous
republicswithin the Community.Significantly,while the Constitutionof the
Fifth Republic offered the colonies the alternativeof becoming overseas
departements,not one of the new stateschose this assimilationistpath. It was
even more significantthat hardlya year passed before some of the autonomous republicsof French Africa began to take a second look at the other
constitutionaloption, complete independence.By 1960, all had decidedto
take the plunge.
Doubtless the cultural influence of France will remain a factor in the
futuredevelopmentof these independentnations,but it seems clear that the
policy of assimilationhad failed to produce the expected results.

What went wrong? Assuredly,in the collapse of colonialisma variety of
factors have been at work, many of which were quite independentof the
particularpolicies which happenedto be followed by the imperialpowers.
But somelightmay be thrownon the failureof assimilationby an examination
of its place in the developmentof Frenchcolonialtheory.
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To begin with the obvious question, what does the term "assimilation"
mean? While virtuallyall writingson modernFrenchcolonialpolicy use the
word, confusionaboundsas to its meaning. Some writerspresentit as the
dominantand continuingcharacteristicof Frenchcolonialpolicy throughout
the entire era of imperialism,as the distinctivemanifestationof the French
genius. Others hold that it was abandonedearly in the 20th century, and
replacedby a quite differentpolicy of "association".It is easy to show that
this latter term first appearedin the literatureof French colonialismas a
proposed alternativeto "assimilation",but it is equally true that the two
words did not long remaindifferentiated.
Some counterpose"assimilation"to "autonomy",these two terms suggesting goals supposedly characteristicof French and British colonial policy
respectively- incorporationwithin the body politic of the mother country,
on the one hand, and colonial self-government,on the other. Yet French
based their attackon the folly of extendingEuropean
criticsof "assimilation"
democraticinstitutionsto the "inferiorraces"comprisingthe populationsof
the colonies and arguedthat the Britishdid not engagein such irresponsible
foolishness.
Some advocatesof "assimilation"have given the term a purely legalistic
constitutionalmeaning,with colonialrepresentationin the metropolitanparliamentas its most importantmanifestation.Othershave used it in the much
broadersense of makingover non-Europeanpeoples in the "civilized"image
of Europeans. Some have suggestedthat its true significancelies in the
French acceptanceof racial equality, as contrastedwith the "colourbar"
drawnby the British. Othershave employedit in a narrowlyadministrative
directrule in the colonies;yet the supsense to refer to a highly-centralized
French
the protectoratetechniquein
assimilation-minded
employed
posedly
administrative
in
an
Also
of
their
colonies.
context, assimilationhas
many
been consideredto mean applying a uniform set of rules in all colonies
withouttakinginto accountdifferencesin size, distancefrom France, social
organization,religiouspatterns,economic development,etc.
Culturally,assimilationmightmeanthe propagationof the Frenchlanguage
amongnon-Europeanpeoples;but have not the Englishdone the same with
their own tongue? Finally, to complete the confusion, one finds the odd
phrase "tariffassimilation"used to describeFrench customspolicy towards
the Empire.4
An exceptional example of this confusion is provided in S. H. Roberts, History of
French Colonial Policy (1870-1925) (London, 1929). M. M. Knight has observed that
"Roberts leaves the tangle of meanings attached to 'subjection', 'assimilation', and
'association' more muddled than it is in the better French surveys". "French Colonial
Policy: The Decline of 'Association'", The Journal of Modern History, V (1933), 208.
The indiscriminate use of the same term for varying phenomena also characterizes
H. I. Priestley, France Overseas:A Study of Modern Imperialism(New York, 1938), and
various studies of specific areas in the French Empire.
4
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This melangecannot be blamed solely on the failureof scholarsto define
their terms, howevermuch one might feel that it should be a part of their
responsibility.At the height of the debate over assimilationas a colonial
policy, a delegateto the CongresColonialNational of 1889-90 complained
that "amongthe partisansof assimilationthere are not two who agree on
the meaningof that expression".A decade later, virtuallythe same thought
was expressed by a participant in the Congres International de Sociologie

Colonialeof 1900 who observedthat "thereare so many meaningsgiven to
'assimilation'that it has become one of the most dangerouswords of our
colonial vocabulary".5
In 1895 Arthur Girault published his Principes de Colonisation et de

LegislationColonialein which, with a true Gallic passionfor order,he gave
a systematicpresentationto the ideas of assimilationas he understoodthem.
His definition,while no more "correct"than any other, provides a useful
point of departurefor our discussion. Furthermore,his work, written as a
text for law students, was reissued in edition after edition, revised and
expanded but always retainingthe same organizationin its discussion of
generaltheoreticalprinciples. Its influencein the trainingof Frenchofficialdom must have been substantialindeed.6
His presentationrestson an abstractschematizationinvolvingthreepossible
alternativecolonial policies: subjection,autonomy,and assimilation. Each,
he cautions,is an "abstracttype" and none "haveever been realizedin their
entirety anywhere." Nevertheless,he leaves the reader in no doubt as to
his own preferencefor assimilation,so long as its applicationis both "moderate" and "eclectic". Its ideal he considers "the constantlymore intimate
unionbetweenthe colonialterritoryand the metropolitanterritory".Colonies
"areconsideredas a simpleprolongationof the soil of the mothercountry",
merely as "departementsmore distant than the rest". The goal is "the
progressivesubjectionto the samerulesof the differentpartsof the territory"
and "the progressivecreationof veritableFrench departements".
To Girault, "the principalresult and visible sign of assimilation"is the

5 Recueil des Deliberations du Congres Colonial National, Paris, 1889-90 (Paris, 1890),
I, 24; Congres International de Sociologie Coloniale ... 1900 (Paris, 1901), I, 183.
Frequent reference will be made to these congresses and to another which preceded them,
the Congres Colonial Internationalde Paris of 1889, whose report was published at Paris
in that same year. It is important to distinguish between the international congress of
1889 and the national congress of 1889-90, although Roberts, op. cit., and other works
frequently fail to do so. For the sake of clarity as well as brevity, the reports of the
several congresses will hereafter be cited as CCI 1889, CCN 1889-90, and CISC 1900
respectively.
6 Arthur Girault, Principes de Colonisation et de Legislation Coloniale (Paris, 1st ed.,
1895; 2nd ed., 1903; 3rd ed., 1907; 4th ed., 1921; 5th ed., 1927). A 6th edition, considerably
revised and condensed, was published under German occupation in Paris in 1943. The
summary of Girault's views which follows is drawn from pp. 54-75 of the first edition.
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representation of the colony in the legislature of the mother country. Other
practical measures include the following: "A single body of legislation governs
all parts of the territory without distinction", and all new laws in the mother
country apply automatically in all the colonies unless specific exception is
made. The administrative procedures and sub-divisions that exist in the
metropolis are duplicated exactly in the colonies. The very existence of a
colonial ministry may be opposed, since all the various aspects of colonial
administration would properly fall under one or another of the home ministries: interior, justice, education, etc. No distinct colonial military forces
exist, and colonists are subject to military obligations identical with those of
citizens at home. Similarly, taxes, tariffs, and financial administration will
be identical, as will the extent of civil liberties, reflecting the regime in power
in the mother country.
Significantly, he comments that "the assimilation of the natives is a possible
consequence, but not at all the only possible one, of the principle of assimilation of colonies":
If it is hoped to be able to inculcate them with our ideas and our customs, then
one works zealously to make them into Frenchmen:they are educated, they are
granted the right of suffrage, they are dressed in the European mode, our laws
are substitutedfor their customs, and in a word, native assimilationis pursued.
But if one despairs of arriving at this result, if they show themselves refractory
toward our civilization,then, to prevent them from injecting a discordantnote in
the midst of the general uniformity,they are exterminatedor pushed back.7
As a participant in the discussions at the colonial congress of 1900, he insisted
that "assimilation of the natives" and "political and administrative assimilation" must be recognized as "two distinct ideas".8 In the third edition of this
text, he commented that assimilation "has often been asked for opposite
reasons, and with a view to entirely different results".
There are those who, when speakingof assimilation,are thinkingprimarilyof the
natives, and who imagine that it is the policy to be followed towardsthem which
is in question,when in reality it is an entirelydifferentmatter. The assimilationof
the colonies is so little that of the natives that in Algeria, the pushingback of the
latter is preciselywhat is asked by the colonistswho would assimilatethat country
completelywith France.9
Obviously, Girault's interpretation was not shared by all partisans of assimilation, but it is important to be aware of it as we seek to trace the development of the concept.

7

Ibid., p. 68.

8 CSC 1900,p. 181.
Girault, op. cit. (3rd ed., 1907), p. 51.
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III
Late in the 19th century a great debate developed in France over assimilation as the nation, having won and then lost its first great colonial empire
in the 17th and 18th centuries, entered vigorously on a new imperial career
under the aegis of the Third Republic. The foundations of the theory, however, lay in the past, and in particular in the treatment accorded the surviving
fragments of the first French empire during the Revolution of 1789.10
Deputies from the sugar islands of the Caribbean, from the Ile de France,
and from French India were called to sit in the revolutionary National Assembly. In 1794 the Convention freed the slaves and decreed that "all men
resident in the colonies, without distinction of color, are French citizens and
enjoy all the rights assured by the Constitution". In 1795, the Constitution
of the Year III declared the colonies to be "integral parts of the Republic",
and divided them into departements just as in the mother country.1l "The
policy of assimilation", wrote Girault a century later, "was in the logic of
the revolution."
The Revolutionhad establishedthe equalityof all Frenchmen,and the rightswhich
it proclaimed were in its thought the same for all men without distinction of
latitude. What could have been more natural... ?12
Of course, the "natural" implication of the Revolution might equally have
been to extend to the colonies the right to choose their own form of government, as France itself was doing, even if that entailed their independence and
separation from France. Unreal though the alternative might seem, in 1793
Jeremy Bentham had called on the Convention to do just that, in a pamphlet
entitled "Emancipate Your Colonies!"13
The foundations of assimilationist theory can be traced to the arguments
of the philosophes. In Condorcet's famous phrase, "a good law is good for

10 Advocates of
assimilation, seeking to find the broadest possible basis of support for
their views, sought at times to claim the legacy of the Old Regime as well as that of
revolutionaryFrance. Thus, Alexandre Isaac recalled that "the edicts of Louis XIII and

LouisXIV declaredthat all Frenchmenwho had left the home countryto settle in a

colony continued to be considered ... as if they were 'residing in this kingdom';-and
that even the 'savages converted to the Christian faith on making profession would be
supposed and deemed to be naturels francais, eligible to all offices, honors, inheritances
and donations'". CCI 1889, p. 139. Less graciously, another supporter of assimilation
noted that under the Old Regime the colonies shared with the mother country "the
privileges of the nobility and the clergy, feudal rights, the communal oven and mill,
lettres de cachet, and that whole body of iniquitous and superannuatedinstitutionswhich
had become so odious to 18th century Frenchmen". Girault, op. cit., 1st ed. (1895), p. 67.
11 Bernard Lavergne, Une Revolution dans la Politique Coloniale de la France (Paris,
1948), p. 53.
12 Girault, op. cit., p. 178.
13
Jeremy Bentham, Works(Edinburgh, 1843), IV, 407.
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all men, just as a soundlogical propositionis sound everywhere".Whatever
their philosophicalbackground,however, assimilationistpracticeswere discardedwith the rise of Bonaparte'sstar,and therebegana processthat would
continuethroughoutthe 19th century-assimilative measuresbecame associated with republicangovernments,their abolition with the overthrowof
these governments. Under Napoleon the freedmenwere reenslaved. The
representationof the colonies in the metropolitanlegislaturewas suppressed.
A regime of special colonial laws replacedthe universalapplicationof the
Frenchcode at home and overseas,and these laws took the formof executive
decrees.14The Restorationbroughtno change, and while certainsteps were
takenunderthe JulyMonarchyto "assimilate"freedNegroesin the Caribbean
islandsto a statusof legal equalitywith the whitepopulation,15
half a century
passedbefore assimilationagaincame into its own, temporarily,at least, with
the Revolutionof 1848.
The Second Republic again freed the slaves in the French West Indies,
reestablisheduniversal suffrage in the colonies as well as at home, and
reinstitutedcolonial representationin the metropolitanparliament.From
Guadeloupea Negro, Mathieu,was elected deputy,while Martiniquechose
as its representativeVictor Schoelcher,the abolitionistwhose long efforts
had at least been rewardedwith success.16Representationwas grantedas
well to the Frenchfootholdin West Africa, wherethe nativeresidentsof the
four Senegalesecommunesof Dakar, Goree, Rufisque and St. Louis were
granted full citizenship and electoral rights. Algeria, still not completely
conquered,was divided into departementsand given a civil regime with
parliamentaryrepresentationat Paris, thoughthere the suffragewas limited
to the French settlers. It was not long, however,before the coup d'etat of
Louis Napoleon broughtan end to assimilationin the colonies as it did to
democracyin France itself. Only the abolitionof slavery and the creation
of the Algeriandepartementswere not reversed.17
The Second Empiresaw the steadyexpansionof Frenchpowerin Algeria
and the beginningsof French empirein the Far East, but its colonial policy
followed no consistentpattern. In a reportof 1858, Napoleon III spoke of
the presencein Algeria "of an armedand mettlesomenationalitywhich we
mustextinguishby assimilation",but five yearslaterhe declaredthat "Algeria
is not a colony, but an Arab kingdom ...

I am as much Emperor of the

Arabs as of the French".18

14

Girault, op. cit., pp. 186-191.
15 Lavergne, op. cit., p. 71.
16 Hubert
Deschamps, Les Methodes et les Doctrines Coloniales de la France (Paris,

1953), p. 107.
17

18

Emile Tersen, Histoire de la Colonisation Franfaise (Paris, 1950), p. 49.
Priestley, op. cit., pp. 82, 85.
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On Napoleon's downfall in 1870, the Government of National Defense,
acting almost by republican reflex, restored colonial representation. It was
some years, however, before the Third Republic was sufficiently stabilized to
permit much attention to colonial problems. The Republic itself had not been
born in revolutionary enthusiasm, as had that of 1848, but rather in the gloom
of defeat and the bitterness of class war, and there was little of the ideological
fervor that had marked the brief period at the beginning of the Second
Republic. Though a few reforms were instituted, including the grant to
Cochin-China of a deputy (to be elected by the European residents), in most
respects colonial administration continued to operate under the system of
rule by executive decree established by the senatus-consultes of 1854 and
1866 during the Second Empire. Before a new republican theory on the
colonial question could be fully worked out, men of action had transformed
the very nature of the question by the rapid extension of the empire in
the 1880s.
The forward push in Algeria and the new acquisitions in Indo-China,
Madagascar, West Africa, and Tunisia provoked controversy. Twice, in 1881
and 1885, Jules Ferry was forced from office by storms of public and parliamentary protest. But alongside those who thought imperialist ventures ill
became a republican government were others who saw in the new territories
a field for spreading the glories of the French tradition (as well, of course,
as those who sought more mundane advantages for French capitalism).
The publication in 1874 by Paul Leroy-Beaulieu of his volume, De la
Colonisation chez les Peuples Modernes, had attracted little attention, but by
the time of its reissue in 1882, colonial policy had become a burning question.
While his book was primarily historical, in dealing with Algeria he ventured
to discuss the merits of current policy:
The indigenouspopulationis at least 2,500,000. What should be done with these
2,500,000 individuals? Three possibilitiesexist: to push the natives back beyond
the Atlas Mountains, even into the Sahara; to fuse them with the European
population by imposing on them, forcibly or by propaganda,our customs, our
laws, and perhaps even our religion; or to respect all their customs, make their
propertyinviolable, and remove the Europeansfrom frequent contact with them.
These three systemsmay be defined in threewords:refoulement,fusion, abstention.
He found elements of each approach in past policy, but complained that after
fifty years of French power no clear choice had yet been made. Such a decision,
he felt, was urgently required, but what should it be? The first path he considered "unjust" and therefore unthinkable. The third, "complete respect for
the customs, traditions, and manners" of the Arab population, "would, if it
were applied with logic, require that our army and our colonists should quit
Algeria". Obviously, this too was not to be considered. "Thus, there remains
only the second path, the fusion of the indigenous element with the European
element." Such fusion need not mean a complete absorption of the natives,
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to the point that there would remain no difference in manners or customs.
All that would be needed would be to create
a state of affairs in which the two populationsof different origin would be placed
under the same economic and social regime, obeying the same general laws, and
following the same impulse in the productive order. For a long time, perhaps
forever, there would of course remain distinctionsof habits and beliefs; but there
would be an identity of interestsfrom the economic, political, and social point of
view; and properlyconsidered,that is the only harmonythat is indispensablefrom
the viewpoint of peace, prosperity,and civilization.19
IV
The debate on assimilation that developed in the late 1880's found its focus
in the sessions of the Congres Colonial Internationale de Paris of July and
August, 1889, and the Congres Colonial National which met in December,
1889, and again in February and March, 1890.20Both meetings were attended
by many high officials from various branches of the French government at
home and abroad, as well as by scholars, explorers, and other private individuals interested in colonial questions. The first of the sessions, the
international congress of 1889, was attended also by delegates from Spain,
Portugal, Belgium and the Netherlands. Its most prominent feature was the
clash of opinions which took place between Gustave Le Bon, the explorer,
and Alexandre Isaac, senator from the Caribbean island departement of
Guadeloupe and one of the two vice-presidents of the Congress.21
At the opening general session, Le Bon presented a report "On the
Influence of Education and European Institutions on the Indigenous Populations of the Colonies." It was a slashing attack on "the fatal results of the
system known as assimilation".
19 Paul Leroy-Beaulieu, De la Colonisation chez les Peuples Modernes, 2nd ed. (Paris,
1882), pp. 352-353. He also thought it would be "a farsightedpolicy" to extend suffrage
to the natives in some form. Ibid., p. 378. It is interesting to note Leroy-Beaulieu'suse
of the word "fusion" for what might otherwise be called "native assimilation". When
elsewhere (p. 380) he did use the term "assimilation",what he had in mind was making
Algeria an integral part of France from a political and administrativestandpoint.
20
See footnote 5, supra.
21 Isaac's backgroundis interesting in view of his
prominence as an advocate of assimilation. He was born in Guadeloupe in 1845, but was educated in France and then
entered the educational administration. In 1879 he was named Director of the Interior
at Guadeloupe,where he introducednumerousreforms in the system of public instruction
in the colony. On his election in 1885 as Guadeloupe's senator, he returned to France,
where he played an active role in the discussion of colonial issues. After reelection to
the senate in 1894, he was one of the founders of the Democratic Left group in that body.
He was vice-presidentboth of the Society for Colonial and Maritime Studies and of the
Committee for the Protection of Natives at Paris. C.-E. Curinier (ed.), Dictionnaire
National des Contemporains(Paris, n.d.), I, 329-330.
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Daily, people speak of "Frenchifying"the Arabs of Algeria, the yellow peoples
of Indo-China, the Negroes of Martinique, of giving to all these colonies the
institutions,the laws, and an organizationidentical to that of our French departements.22

For such ideas he had nothing but scorn. His discourse was studded with such
phrases as "inferior races", "savages", "half-civilized peoples", "barbarians".
He satirized the French "taste for uniformity": "Ourinstitutions of the moment
seem to us always as the best, and our temperament, which tomorrow will
lead us to overturn them entirely, today impels us to impose them on everybody."
These theoreticalviews have led us and are leading us more and more to organize
our colonies as French departements. It matters little what their population may
be: Negroes, savages, Arabs, yellow peoples, should benefit from the Declaration
of the Rights of Man and that which we are pleased to call our great principles.
All have universal suffrage, municipal councils, arrondissementcouncils, general
councils, tribunalsof all degrees, deputies and senators to representthem in our
assemblies. Negroes, scarcely emancipated, whose cerebral development corresponds hardly to that of our Stone Age ancestors, have jumped into all the
complexities of our formidablemodern administrativemachines.
In passing, we should note that this was a considerable exaggeration with
respect to the existing state of affairs on universal suffrage and parliamentary
representation; yet undeniably it was true for parts of the empire. He was
particularly exercised by attempts to extend French education to the colonial
territories. He denied any enmity for education as such, but argued that "the
kind of instruction applicable to civilized men is not at all applicable to
half-civili7ed man". For the latter,
very simple ideas, including the elements of arithmeticand some applicationsof
science to agriculture,industry,or manual trades, will be much more useful than
the study of the genealogy of the kings of France or the causes of the Hundred
Years' War.23
The British experience with European-style education in India provided him
with a dramatic example of the pitfalls awaiting France. It had done no more,
he claimed, "than unbalance the Hindus and take away from them their
aptitude for reasoning, not to speak of a frightful lowering of morality".
There is hardly an English administratorin India who is not firmly convincedthat,
out of a hundred Hindus educated in English schools, there are a hundred who
are irreconcilableenemies of British power, while among a hundrednatives educated in Hindu schools, there are very few hostile to that power. ... The war-cry
of the educated Hindus instructedby the English is "India for the Hindus!" ...
What prevents this new class of literates from being dangerousis its small size;
but it grows every day, and it is the most serious danger menacing the future of
Britishpower in India.
22
23

CCI 1889, pp. 50-51.
Ibid., pp. 59-60.
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The same danger lay ahead of France:
All the educatedArabs whom I have been able to consult have affirmed that the
sole result of our education has been to deprave their compatriots,to give them
factitious needs without giving them the means to satisfy them, and finally, to
render them miserable. Our education shows them the distance which we put
between them and ourselves. Every page of our historiesshows them that nothing
is more humiliatingfor a people than to tolerate without revolt a foreign domination. If European instructionbecomes general in our Mediterraneancolony, the
unanimouscry of the natives will be Algeria for the Arabs!, just as India for the
Hindus! is the passwordof all the natives of India who have received an English
education.24
The discussion of the report was heated. As a native of the Antilles, Senator
Isaac expressed his embarrassment at attempting a reply: "PerhapsI myself am
included among those natives who should not be given a European education."
I cannot understandhow, a hundredyears after the Revolution,when if I am not
mistaken it is a question of restoring to light the truths affirmed in that great
epoch, it can be held that education is a bad thing; that between a colonizing
people and the inhabitantsof the colonial countrythere should be only a relationship of domination;that the customs,the language,the knowledgeof the European
nations are a reserved patrimony which the natives should not be permitted to
touch; that, finally, in the external territoriesof which these nations have taken
possession,there should be only subjects,never citizens.
It reminded him, he said, of the days of the monarchy when the kings instructed colonial governors not to develop the spirit of the colonists too much,
"because in giving the colonists a certain degree of culture they would be
diverted from labors profitable to the metropolis". At that time, he continued,
"there were also men in Europe who were crushed under the weight of a
society based on restrictions of precisely the same nature. Were the Rights
of Man proclaimed for them alone?"25
How better could one make friends of a colonial people "than by establishing between them and the colonizers a community of language and interests"? Otherwise, if the native population "possesses a civilization to which
you wish to confine them, that civilization will become more and more hostile
to your own". And if, on the contrary, they have no civilization, "you may
be blamed for having wanted to perpetuate their inferiority".
To say that it is necessary to keep people ignorant in countries under European
domination, because instructionbrought by the dominant people will make the
natives wicked, or enemies, is to make that charge against European civilization
itself.
If that doctrine should prevail, it would be necessary to suppress all that has
been done up to the present, and to turn boldly toward the past. It would be
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necessaryto declare that slavery was a beneficial institution,and that there is but
one means of maintainingthe metropolitanauthority ... force.26
Frank Puaux, a member of the Superior Colonial Council, found himself
"overcome by a profound melancholy" while listening to Le Bon.
Supposethat if on the conquestof Gaul, some savant of that time had maintained
that the Gauls should be left in barbarism;that singularphilanthropistmight have
been heeded. Would we be here today, if the Romans had followed his counsel?
Do not forget, Messieurs,that we have become what we are because a people
of superiorcivilizationcommunicatedtheir light, their arts, and their laws to our
ancestors. Have we the right to keep this rich heritage for ourselves? Can we
refuse to do today for others what the Romans did for us nearly two thousand
years ago? 27

Others conceded some points to Le Bon's argument, but the general tenor of
the discussion was critical of his viewpoint. Dr. Poitou-Duplessy, retired chief
physician of the navy, recognized that "just as the stomach requires food
appropriate to its age and kind, so the brain requires nourishment suitable to
the degree of development which it has attained". The brain of orientals,
he agreed, was not yet capable "of partaking of our intellectual nourishment
without cerebral indigestion". Nevertheless, he would not accept the view
that assimilation was impossible, if approached slowly and carefully, as a
parent teaches a child. Furthermore, even in an inferior race, "some men's
brains are equal to the average among ourselves", and are thus capable of
European education. "To refuse it to them would seem to me difficult and
unjust."28
When Le Bon cited a recent anthropological study as proof that the
impossibility of civilizing Negroes was "well settled", that to attempt it was
"pure aberration", Admiral Vallon, former governor of Senegal, replied that
"the blacks lacked neither intelligence nor natural gifts, and in that respect
they sometimes put us in the shade". He considered that educating the
natives was not only France's moral obligation but was in the interest of
France as well. "We are in the same situation with respect to these colored
peoples as we are with respect to our peasants. We owe education to the
former as to the latter." "It is true", he added sarcastically, "that some
persons think that in sending our peasants to school, we are making them
enemies of society."29
26
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Several speakers criticized Le Bon's assumption that assimilation meant
an attempt to transform natives into Frenchmen overnight. The remarks of
Senator Barbey, former Minister of Marine and Colonies and the president
of the congress, seemed to sum up the predominant view:
I believe I am able to say that no one here is the enemy of the natives, or the
adversaryof those who wish to civilize them. The whole problem is to find the
best methods for doing that ... From this point of view, there remains much to
be done: we have to free ourselves of a great number of prejudices,to better
recognize the proper aptitudes of the various races, to determine the degree of
developmentto which each of them is susceptible.... It is necessary above all to
recognize that such a work will require much time. We will achieve nothing
without patience, and, I may add, without generosity. Only by treatingthe natives
benevolentlyand by giving them a good example can we win them to our ideas.30
Senator Isaac's own role in the congress was the presentation of a report
"On Methods of Government in the Colonies". His main theme was the
necessity of bringing the colonial regime "into harmony with the present institutions of the metropolis". He was sharply critical of the continued existence
of rule by decree as established under the Second Empire, and asked that the
colonies already represented in Parliament be brought more completely under
the rule of laws. Where colonial representation had not yet been established,
and where that fact justified a maintenance of decree rule, he felt "it would
nevertheless be bad and sometimes dangerous if the exercise of that regime
were not tempered by the organization of some mode of consultation with the
interested populations".3'
He based his argument on an extensive examination of the history of
French colonial administration, designed to show that assimilation was the
policy truly characteristic of republican France, and even, to some degree, of
France before the Revolution. Referring to assimilative practices of Spain
and Portugal, he found it "interesting to note that the nations of the Latin
race all have this tendency to bring their colonies into the national unity, as
if they had inherited the assimilative genius of Rome". He found the "essential
condition and characteristic sign" of assimilation "in the existence of colonial
representation in the legislative assemblies of the metropolis".32
"What is a colony?", he asked. "Is it a simple field of exploitation? an
instrument of work composed of the territory and of those who inhabit it?
Is it an establishment which has completely answered the purpose of its

thatthe blackwho has receivedtoo developedan educationacquiresa distastefor labor.

Those who simply know how to read already disdain manual occupations and refuse to
cultivate the land. To multiply the number of so-called educated subjects would be to
create in Gabon a hotbed of idlers and declasses." Ibid., p. 24.
30 Ibid., p. 96.
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creation when it brings to the metropolis a benefit, when there has been
procured the means of draining off its products?"
Should a colony not be considered, even after a conquest, once the traces of
violence have been effaced, as a fraction of the national individuality,which is
linked to the original country by bonds of affection as well as by a community
of interests?
He insisted that "we do not intend to formulate an absolute rule equally
applicable to all the colonies". "Common sense" would indicate that that was
impossible. "Their institutions will be more or less similar or different
according to their age, their geographical situation, the composition of their
population." It was, he implied, only the tendency and direction of development that was essential.33
In the discussion which followed his report, Paul Dislbre, councillor of
state and another vice-president of the congress, sought to pin down his
meaning. Total assimilation, it seemed to Dislere, could be achieved only
"at the cost of veritable political or economic revolutions". In the "old
colonies", those revolutions had taken place; "the evil is past; now there is
only good to be drawn from it". He saw no impediment to their complete
assimilation, giving them "all our rights", and also the same burden of taxes
as in the metropolis. But he boggled at the implication that "assimilation"
implied the right of all colonies, everywhere, to be represented in the national
parliament, and asked what this would mean in those colonies "where a very
small number of French citizens found themselves in the midst of a considerable native population". Senator Isaac hastened to reply that he had
never asked that all colonies should be assimilated:
I have, on the contrary,constantlymade a distinctionbetween assimilablecolonies
and those which are not suited to assimilation. ... By assimilation I mean a
situation in which the French citizens of a colony enjoy all the legal guarantees
accorded to the French of the metropolis,on condition that they bear equivalent
charges proportionatelyto their ability.
An unidentified delegate found this a bit evasive. M. Isaac, he said, "seemed
to preoccupy himself a little too exclusively with French citizens". Side by
side with those who enjoyed that character, there were in most of the colonies
"numerous natives to whom we accord neither the same rights nor the same
guarantees". But his point was hastily passed over.34
Isaac had sought the approval of the congress for a series of resolutions
calling for the revision of the senatus-consultes of 1854 and 1866 and other
colonial reforms. The general feeling, however, was that it would be inappropriate for this body, with its international representation, to take such
a step. Doubtless this was in part the motivation for his involvement in plans
3
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for a purely national congress, devoted solely to problems of the French
Empire. Isaac himselfbecamechairmanof the organizationcommittee,and
was the keynote speakerat the second congresswhen it met in December,
1889.35
The CongresColonial National was organizedin seven sections, the first
to considergeneralquestionsof colonial organization,the others to discuss
problemsof specific areas: Algeria and Tunis, the Americancolonies, the
colonies on the west coast of Africa, in the Indian Ocean, in Oceania,and
finallyof Indo-China. Each section was opened with a report,accompanied
by draftresolutions;afterdiscussion,modification,and rejectionor approval,
the workof each sectionwas submittedin the formof proposedresolutionsto
a seriesof generalsessions,which againproceededfrom generalquestionsto
those of specificareas. After discussion,and sometimesfurthermodification,
the resolutionsfrom the sectionswere adoptedby the congressas a whole as
its recommendationson colonial policy.
The nationalcongresswas notablefor the absenceof criticsof assimilation
among its leadership, although participantsin discussion frequentlychallengedthe proposalsmade and forcedmodifications.SenatorIsaac, in charge
of the discussion on general organization,sought the commitmentof the
congressto the general principleof assimilation,which he defended (as in
When
the earliercongress)by an appealto historyand the Frenchtradition.36
a critic objected that discussionof "pure theory"would lead the congress
into steriledebatesand obscurethe real task of finding"practicalmeans"to
improvecolonial organization,he insistedthat nothingworthwhilecould be
accomplishedwithoutan adequatetheory. "Unlesswe are to abandoneverything in the colonial domainto chance and empiricism,it is indispensableto
declareourselvesfor a system and to set forth its principles."To do so, he
reiterated,would not mean either attemptingan overnighttransformationof
the colonies or the impositionof a uniform approacheverywhere. "One
does not transforma society with the wave of a wand." One must find "a
generalformulawhich can be given diverse applications".37The resolution
which finallyemergedwith the approvalof the congressdeclaredthat "in all
the overseaslands underFrench authority,the effortsof colonizationshould
propagateamongthe nativesthe language,the methodsof work,and,progressively, the spirit and the civilizationof France".38
There was no dissenton the questionof language,but beforethe provision
on "methodsof work" was acceptedit was necessaryto quiet the fears of
some delegates. CommanderPerissepointedout that therewas "no intention
85 CCI 1889, pp. 147-148; CCN 1889-90, I, 1-4.
36 His report is given in CCN 1889-90, II, 3-59.
37 Ibid., I, 15, 18-19, 25; II, 13.
38
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of introducinginto our colonies the complicatedindustrieswhich can only
exist in the home country."
The only goal that it is possible to attain is to lead the natives progressivelyto
cultivate certain useful trades, or to make use of more perfected implementsthan
the rudimentarytools which they now employ.

SenatorIsaac agreed:"No one would think, for example,of transportingto
the Sudan this or that one of our metropolitanindustrieswhich would not
find nourishmentin that country. Manifestly,everywhereone should be
inspiredby the resources,the possibilities,the local needs." Even greater
concern was expressed at the provision for spreading"the spirit and the
civilizationof France." In Isaac's originaldraft resolutionhe had used the
word "customs" (meurs), and many delegates voiced their doubt that this

could ever be achieved. After the substitutionof phrasing,however, and
Isaac's assurancesthat "assimilationdoes not consist of substitutingfrom
one day to the next the customs and institutionsof a Europeanpeople for
the customs and institutionsof a native people", the clause was adopted.39
The secondgeneralresolutionadoptedby the congressadvocateda special
regimefor each colony, taking account of "differentgeographical,political,
and economic conditions". This regime,however, should be definedby an
organiclaw. "Frenchlaws should as much as possiblebe appliedto Frenchmen residingin the colony", while "the native laws and customs should be
respected insofar as they are compatible with the mission civilisatrice of

France". This last provision,though modified somewhatin languagefrom
the originalproposalto "guaranteein principle"the respect of native laws
and customs, of course still glossed over the key dilemmain the idea of
assimilationas a benevolent colonial policy.40
The third generalresolutioncalled for parliamentaryrepresentationof all
colonies "wherethe French establishmentis sufficientlydeveloped,both in
the numberof nationals[i.e., FrenchmenfromFrance]... and the importance
of their interests",and declaredthat voting for such representativesshould
be by "all Frenchcitizens"of the colony. "Thenativepopulationsshouldbe
led graduallyto the exercise of politicalrights,taking accountof their state
of civilization." The fourth resolution attacked the senatus-consultes of 1854

and 1866 as "not in accordwith the principlesof the presentConstitution"
and declared that "rule by decree is not reconcilablewith parliamentary
representationof the colonies". The fifth called for the establishment,for
the benefitof those colonies as yet unrepresentedin parliament,of "a special
system of consultation"in the form of a reorganizedSuperiorColonial
Council.41
39 Ibid., I, 18-21; III, 5.
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The assimilationistshave been misrepresented
by theircritics,both political
and scholarly,as insisting"on a rigid universality"of their theory, making
no allowancesfor variationsbetween one colony and another.42The inaccuracyof this is shownby the generalresolutions,but it is even more clear
from the special resolutionsdealing with specific areas. Only with regard
to the Caribbeanislands of Martiniqueand Guadeloupewas complete and
immediateassimilation"to the statusof metropolitandepartements"demanded. The maintenanceof protectoratestatus was asked for Tunisia and also
for Indo-China(except for Cochin-China,which was alreadyunder direct
Frenchrule). In the West Africanterritoriesas yet unannexed,the congress
felt a protectorateregime would be "morefavorablethan annexationto the
developmentof our influence and more appropriateto the customs and
interestsof the natives".43
Algeriawas recognizedas a specialcase. The congressdeclaredthat it was
une terre frangaise,not a colony, and that France should "striveto inspire
French sentimentsamong the natives, to favor French colonizationby all
possiblemeans, to assimilatethe Europeanforeigners".It opposed naturalizationof the nativesen bloc but felt "it would be useful"to offer "a special
naturalizationcompatible with the maintenanceof their personal status"
(underMoslemlaw) "to those who fulfill certainconditionsand offer certain
guarantees".If this were done, these newly-createdMoslemcitizensof France
shouldbe allowedto vote in the electionsfor Algeriansenatorsand deputies,
and "to become entitled after a delay of ten years to occupy a place in the
metropolitanchambers".44
In the light of the general programof the assimilationists,what seems
significantis not the sweepingcharacterof the measures,but their timidity.
In no instancewas a furtherextensionof parliamentaryrepresentationcalled
was defended
for, althoughthe maintenanceof existingcolonialrepresentation
even where the native population was excluded from the franchise. For
Algeriathe congressrecommendedthat "sufficientfinancialresourcesshould
be created"to make French education"accessibleto the entire school-age
population",but for Indo-Chinathe congresssuggestedonly that the government "shouldstudy ways of encouragingthe learningof French and making
them accessibleat small cost to the native population".Duringthe congress
therehad been muchcriticismof officialsupportfor the teachingof quoc ngu
(the romanizedversion of the native Indo-chineselanguagewhich French
Catholic missionarieshad developed),but a resolutionwas defeated which
42 The
quoted phrase is from the discussion of the 1889-90 congress in Roberts, op. cit.,
I, 103, a discussion which is almost a parody, bearing no recognizable relationshipto the
assimilationists' views as revealed in the proceedings of the congress. Roberts drew
heavily on anti-assimilationistFrench writers who made the same misrepresentationfor
their own purposes.
43 CCN 1889-90, III, 350, 352-353, 362.
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asked that government assistance be given only to teaching in French. The
final resolution did, however, urge the government to favor the recruitment
of missionaries who would teach the French tongue.
The resolution on the West African establishments also favored the encouragement of missionaries to teach French, and urged "that the sons of
influential native chiefs should be brought to France, where they could be
familiarized with our civilization and prepared to become valuable auxiliaries
for French policy in Africa". Finally, with regard to Madagascar, where
French control was not yet complete, the congress seemed most concerned
that the government "should maintain energetically the political supremacy
of France . .. vis.a-vis foreign powers". Assimilation came into the picture
only in the request that France should "give as much support as possible to
the French missionaries and their mission civilisatrice" in the island.45

V

The resolutions of the 1889-90 congress appear to have had little practical
effect on the actual conduct of colonial affairs. Specifically, despite Senator
Isaac's concern with ending decree rule, the senatus-consultes of 1854 and
1866 continued in force without change.46 The importance of the congress
lay rather in providing a generally-accepted definition of goals for colonial
policy, a definition which stood unchallenged for some time. Around the
turn of the century, however, a concerted attack on the ideas of assimilation
began to develop.
In 1899, Leopold de Saussure attempted, in his Psychologie de la Colonisation Franpaise, dans ses Rapports avec les Societes Indigenes, to demontsrate
that assimilation was an impossibility. The core of his argument was a
pseudo-scientific theory of "the heredity of mental characteristics". (He was,
of course, far from alone at the time in considering this to be profound
scientific truth.)
The Frenchman[complainedSaussure]is persuadedthat the severalhumanspecies
differ only as a result of education. The profound mental differences which
separate the races seem superficial to him; ... he persists in a futile struggle
againstthe laws of heredity.
Approvingly, he quoted Gustave Le Bon's statement that "a Negro or a
Japanese can accumulate all the diplomas possible without ever arriving at
the level of an ordinary European". He reviewed the experience of the freed
Negro in the West Indies and the United States to demonstrate the "organic
incapacity" of that race. Successful examples of assimilation never involved
Ibid., III, 286, 346, 353, 359, 364.
Louis Rolland and Pierre Lampue, Precis de Legislation Coloniale, 2nd ed. (Paris,
1936), pp. 146, 160.
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whole races but were limitedto individuals,usuallyof mixed ancestry. The
fact that the 1889-90 congresswas moderatein its demandsfor assimilation
made it "all the more dangerous",as it would "createillusionsand reassure
some minds".47
Saussure'snegative attack on assimilationwas matcheda few years later
by a more positive statementof what colonial policy should be. Joseph
Chailley-Bert, in Dix Annees de Politique Coloniale (1902), argued that the

real need of the day was a "nativepolicy" adaptedto the existing situation
in the newly-acquiredterritorieswhich, properlyspeaking,were not colonies
but possessions. Such a policy should recognize "the differencesof race,
of genius, of aspirationsand of needs between the native inhabitantsof a
possession and their European masters" and should see in these differences

the need for differentinstitutions.The Europeancouldnot workin the tropics;
he could "accomplishnothingwithout a cheap and abundantlabor supply"
providedby the native population. What was needed was a policy which
would "limit the introductionof Europeanideas to those which can serve
the progressof commerceand civilization".The properrole for the European
colonistwas to supplycapital,"not to work with his hands ... but to direct
the labor of the natives".48
The new ideas were most fully elaboratedby Jules Harmandin his Dominationet Colonisation(1910). Harmand,a man of muchcolonialexperience,
had been developinghis views over a quarterof a centurybefore their final
publicationin book form. In 1887 he had first put forwardthe notion of
"association"between conqueror and conquered as the proper basis for
colonial policy, and by the first decade of the 20th centurythis new term
had virtuallyreplaced "assimilation"as the catchwordto describe French
policy.49 In Harmand'sview, "association"meant "scrupulousrespect for
the manners,customs,and religionof the natives",replacingsimpleexploitation and expropriationof the native by a policy of "mutualassistance".The
purpose of the policy would be to make Europeandominationwork more
smoothly and productively,reducingthe need for force to a minimum. It
would seek to amelioratethe condition of the native "by allowinghim to
evolve along his own lines", leaving his habits and traditionsuntouchedas
much as possible, and employinghis own forms of social organization.50
Such a policy Harmandconsideredto be a "systematicrepudiationof
assimilation",substituting"indirectadministration"which would conserve
47 Leopold de Saussure, Psychologie de la Colonisation Franfaise, dans ses Rapports
avec les Societes Indigenes (Paris, 1899), pp. 10, 12, 51, 187, 261, 294.
48
Joseph Chailly-Bert, Dix Annees de Politique Coloniale (Paris, 1902), pp. 45, 56-57,
117.
49 Paul Masson, "La Colonisation Frangaise au Debut du XXe Siecle", Exposition
Coloniale de Marseille 1906, II (Marseille, 1906), 15.
50 Jules Harmand, Domination et Colonisation (Paris, 1910), pp. 160, 163.
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native institutions for the "necessarily rigid and oppressive regime of direct
administration". At the same time, he was careful to note, it would "preserve
with unshakeable firmness all the rights of domination ... It does! not aim
to prepare for the realization of an equality which cannot be possible, but to
establish a certain equivalence or compensation of reciprocal services." The
key to Harmand's thinking lay in his stark realism:
It is necessary to see things as they are. ... To praise ceaselessly our generosity,
to put forward always our democraticliberalism,is not bad among ourselves,and
can be useful. But it would be better to try to make our actions conform to the
actual conditionsof dominationby conquest,which is not democratic,and,without
employing either miserable hypocrisy or those "civilized lies" which deceive no
one, to seek to justify it by the utility common to the conquerors and to their
subjects.
That the colonies should be made for the metropolis,for the many and diverse
advantageswhich it can derive from them, is evident;if the colonies ... were not
made for the purpose of being useful, they would have no other reason for being,
and no one could understandby what aberrationcivilized states should argue
over them with such jealousy.51
He admitted that it was "bad" to deprive a people of their independence,
but he considered it "one of the manifestations of that universal law of the
struggle for life". Civilized nations could not permit "vast and fertile regions
of the globe" to remain undeveloped by virtue of "the incapacity of those
who hold them". He recognized that "expansion by conquest ... seems
particularly unjust and disquieting to the conscience of democracies" because
it leads to "a regime ipso facto aristocratic".
France has tried to resolve this paradox by assimilation,which is based on a
preconceivedfaith in the equalityof all men and their rapidperfectability.... The
time has come to substitutefor this utopian idea conceptionswhich may be less
generous but which are surely more useful and more productiveof results, since
they will be in conformitywith the nature of things.
The first duty of the conqueror "is to maintain his domination and to assure
that it will last; everything is good which has the effect of consolidating and
guaranteeing it, everything is bad that may weaken or compromise it".52
It was time, he said, to put aside illusions about the "natural rights of
man". He mocked what he called "the revolutionary syllogism": "All Frenchmen are equal. The inhabitants of the colonies are all Frenchmen. All
Frenchmen have the right to send deputies to the Assembly. Therefore the
colonies cannot be deprived of this right". The colonial representation which
resulted from this reasoning "has caused the greatest evils".
The conqueror,by nature and by function, and whetherhe wishes it or not, is an
aristocrat. His government,by duty and by necessity, is a despotic government
l1 Ibid., p. 12.
52
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... and cannot be otherwise. Democratic institutions, founded on equality and
liberty, cannot be transportedto the dominations[the word he preferredin place
of "colonies"-M.D.L.], and universal suffrage, in truth, is there a monster.53
Limiting voting rights to the small group of white settlers only aids "the
spoliation of the native majority by the European minority" and fosters dissension and hatred. But in the old plantation colonies of the Caribbean,
where suffrage had been extended to the liberated slaves, "the inferior
majority oppresses the superior minority". "An Annamite, a Negro, an
Arab" could not become a Frenchman by "the adoption of certain European
habits, the knowledge of the language and literature of the conqueror". This
culture would only make him "an enemy better armed against us". "Wisdom
tells us not to forget the lessons of Santo Domingo."54
In the light of what would follow, it is interesting to note Harmand's
warning that his policy of "association" should not be construed with "excessive liberalism" so as to put the native "on the same footing as ourselves"
and lead him to believe that he had "the same rights in the association" as
the French. Some, he feared, had already tried to use the new term "association" to give "a new virginity" to "that old passion" of assimilation.55

VI
Discussions of colonial policy written prior to World War II, and a surprising
number of those written since, have generally accepted (implicitly or explicitly)
the view that the expansion of European control over non-European peoples
was in the best interests of all concerned.56 Once this notion is accepted, it
becomes easy to judge any given policy by its utility for maintaining that
control. In these terms, assimilation proved wanting. It disrupted native
society unduly. It taught Asians and Africans the revolutionary heresy of
"the Rights of Man". As Gustave Le Bon said in 1889, European-style
education only showed the natives "the distance which we put between them
and ourselves". Assimilation, wrote Roberts in 1929 in his History of French
Colonial Policy, was "fundamentallyillogical". It was discarded, "association"
enthroned.57
Yet the distinction between "assimilation" and "association" soon became
blurred. By confusing the two doctrines, it was possible to combine those
53
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featuresof each whichcontributedto the perpetuationof Frenchrule.Assimilation was preservedas a constitutionalfiction, but no serious attemptwas
ever made to undertakethe massive work of social transformationwhich
could alonemakeit a reality. The new synthesiswas expressedin a resolution
of the Chamberof Deputies in 1917, by which France pledged
its determinationto pursue ever more effectively towardsthe colonial peoples the
generouspolicy of association[sic] which will continue to assuretheir progressive
incorporationin the national unity and will strengthenthe ever closer union of all
the territoriesover which flies the flag of France.58

Gallicizationwas permittedto stand as the ultimategoal, but in practiceit
was not to be pressedtoo hastily,nor too manynativespermittedto attainit.
This interpretationofferedthe advantagethat a gallicizednativeelite could
be separatedfromthe nativemass, andused as instrumentsof Frenchpolicy.59
Giraultin 1903 had suggestedthat assimilationwas a "safety-valve"
by which
"the man whom we keep from being first in his own country,becauseit is a
colony",could be offeredin exchange"thepossibilityof beingthe first among
ourselves".60The samelure was offeredunder"association".A select group
of natives could still vote for membersof the French parliament,and even
aspire to sit in that body themselves.61
It is true, of course, that the new theory of "association",frankly put
forwardby Harmandas a device to insureFrench domination,was in later
years dressedin morebenevolentguise by men who did not shareHarmand's
scruples against "civilizedlies". It was presentedas a kind of partnership
of the colonial peoples with the metropolitanpower, for mutual benefit.62
The most appropriatecomment would seem to be that of PresidentSekou
Toure of the Republic of Guinea who observedrecentlythat Africanshad
no objections to partnershipas such, but that they did not care for the
partnershipof the rider and the horse.
There is a good deal of truth to Doucet's observation(in 1926) that
"this 'policy of association'was new only in the writingsand speeches of
Quoted in Louis Vignon, Un Programme de Politique Coloniale-Les Questions
Indigenes (Paris, 1919), p. 202.
59 Some perceptive comments on this tactic appear in R. L. Buell, The Native Problem
in Africa (New York, 1928), II, 77-85.
o0 Girault, op. cit., footnote to discussion of assimilation from 2nd ed., 1903, quoted
in 3rd ed., 1907, p. 91.
61 The degree to which natives could participate in elections varied considerably from
colony to colony. Only in the "old colonies" and the "four communes" of Senegal
was there a blanket naturalization of non-Europeans, but varying provisions existed
elsewhere by which a limited number of natives could attain French citizenship through
special procedures. The prevailing situation in the mid-1920s was summed up-and
sharply criticized as dangerously liberal-in Jean Runner, Les Droits Politiques des
Indigenes des Colonies (Paris, 1927). Runner considered "association"to be "only a
disguised policy of assimilation",and he had no use for either. Ibid., p. 10.
62 Serious scholars have accepted such statements at their face value. It would be
unkind to cite specific instances, but they are easily found.
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theorists".63 Assimilation in practice was never as extreme as the critics of
the theory suggested. As we have seen, even the assimilateurs of 1889 were
quite cautious when it came to proposing specific measures to accomplish
their aim. One may wonder if the true spirit of assimilation was not perhaps
as well expressed by General Gallieni's address to the Betsileo people of
Madagascar:
You will always be Betsileos, but you will at the same time be Frenchmen. You
should learn the French language;you should dress yourselvesin French fabrics,
renowned the whole world over for their good quality; you should above all
become the devoted helpers of our French colonists, who have come among you
to bring you wealth and civilization.
On another occasion he commented again on the adoption of European
clothing and added that at Tananarive "the sale of bicycles has, in a very
short time, taken on great importance among the Malagasy population".
"These facts", he concluded, "demonstrate once again the spirit of assimilation of the race."64
After the switch to "association" had served to reassure Frenchmen that
they were not about to be inundated by the votes of millions of natives in the
French colonies, the distinction between it and "assimilation" began to seem
less necessary. By the 1930s, "assimilation" had again become a respectable
term in the lexicon of French imperialism.65 Its motivation, however, now
seemed to be less a generous urge to extend to benighted peoples the blessings
of (French) civilization, than the need to provide doctrinal justification for
the maintenance of French rule in the face of developing demands for colonial
self-determination.
Still, this is not the entire story. Assimilationists like Alexandre Isaac
have been unjustly attacked for the absurdity of their idea that "the Rights
of Man" should apply to all men. There is an undeniable moral grandeur in
the ideal of assimilation as it was linked by them to the democratic traditions
of republican France. The critics of assimilation, on the other hand, can
derive little credit from their obsession with notions of "superior" and
"inferior" races. A more justifiable charge against the assimilationists might
be that they failed to realize the inherent contradiction between the assimilation they favored and the kind of imperial expansion to which they freely lent
their support. Democrats at home, they were unable to see (as did Harmand,
for example) that in the nature of things imperialism could not be democratic.66
63 Robert
Doucet, Commentairessur la Colonisation (Paris, 1926), p. 48.
e4 Hubert Deschamps and Paul Chauvet (eds.), Gallieni Pacificateur: ?crits Coloniaux
de Gallieni (Paris, 1949), pp. 218, 314.
65 M. M. Knight, "French Colonial Policy: The Decline of 'Association"', The Journal
of Modern History, V (1933), 209.
66 It is interesting to compare the French debate over assimilation to the turn-of-thecentury controversy in the United States as to whether "the Constitution followed the
flag" in Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the Philippines. As in the French case, the problem
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One source of their difficulty lay in the fact that in the sugar islands of
the West Indies, assimilation had been intimately linked with the abolition
of slavery. So long as colonial policy was conceived primarily in terifs of
these remnants of the first French empire, there was no need to distinguish
between "native assimilation" and "legal and political assimilation". There,
the non-white population was made up of former slaves who long since had
been torn from their original roots, who spoke French, who had in fact no
other cultural tradition available to them. Thus, when Isaac thought of
his own land, he asked only for the complete fulfillment of assimilation in
constitutional terms.
But when he and his supporters came to the problem of new conquests
in lands with far larger populations, and with their own established civilizations, they failed to recognize the basic difference in the situation. They
might call for harmonizing the French colonial system with the democratic
principles of the French constitution, but they had no answer when a critic
demanded-as one did at the 1889-90 congress-"What would become of
France if the majority of voters were of a race different from that of the
French nation proper?"
The representativesof the colonies would one day form the majority in our
assemblies. Arabs, Annamites,the tribes of the African coast would dictate to us
our laws; our colonial enterpriseswould only lead to our voluntaryservitude.67
They could only say that assimilation should proceed cautiously, gradually.
The new nations emerging from colonial status in the middle of the 20th
century have not been motivated by a desire to return to "the good old days"
before their conquest by an imperial power. They are not striving today to
root out "Western" technology, but complaining instead that under colonial
rule they were prevented from developing their fair share of the techniques
of modern industrial society. They do not complain that "Western"education
has been forced on them, but that they have not had enough of it.68 They do
not complain that French rule was too democratic, but that it never was

arose from the apparent contradiction of a democratic republic becoming an imperial
power. As in the French case, too, the opposition was based in large part on the belief
that the principles of Western democratic government were not suitable for "backward"
non-white peoples.
67 CCN 1889-90, I, 50; III, 16.
e8 In the African territories of "overseas France" prior to World War II, "only a few
schools on the French model were provided in some of the colonial cities for the
children of French expatriates and officials or for the few indigenous peoples who were
able to pass entrance exams. The French never excluded colonials, for racial reasons,
from French culture and education, but they made little effort to make it available
until about a decade ago.... By 1950 when the problem of colonial education had
become acute, French colonial areas had illiteracy rates ranging from 95 to 99 per
cent." Carroll Quigley, "Education in Overseas France", Current History, XXXV
(1958), 102.
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democraticat all. Whilethe colonieswhichwererepresentedin the metropolitan parliamentat the outset of the Third Republiccontinuedto enjoy that
distinction,no furtherextensionof colonialrepresentationtook place despite
the steady developmentof the non-representedcolonies. The result in the
20th centurywas a "completelyincoherent"mixed systemwherebyone part
of the empirehad electoralrights(with no rhymeor reasonin the apportionment) while the remainder,in the aggregateno less qualified,had none.69
In 1936, there were only 432,122 qualifiedvoters in all the overseasterritories, and a large part of these were Europeans.70
As independentstates, the formercolonies are all seeking more effective
ways to achieve,on their own, the benefitsof civilizationwhich theircolonial
masterstalked about but did little to provide.
What was wrong with "assimilation"was not that it was illogical, unrealistic,or impossible,but ratherthat no serious effort was ever made to
carryit out.
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Doucet, op. cit., p. 67.
70 Ellen Hammer, "The French Empire Today", ed. E. M. Earle, Modern France:
Problems of the Third and Fourth Republics (Princeton, 1951), p. 453n.

